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Tribal Land Alienation in the Northeast:

An Introduction

Walter Fernandes

Sanjay Barbora

•L'and is the centre of most conflicts in Northeast India because of its
importance in the life of the people of the region, particularly its tribal
communities. It is also the resource most under attack, in the tribal areas
in particular. This book is an attempt to understand the processes that
resultin tribal land alienation and the consequent conflicts in theregion.

In the openingchapter A. K. Nongkynrih gives a bird's eye viewof
the tribal areas of the Northeast and of the processes ofprivatisation that
also result in land alienation. The relatively high status of tribal women
depends on the community property resources (CPRs). So, Patricia
Mukhim discusses the impact ofprivatisation and land alienation on Khasi
women. Balsa Sangma gives a brief outline of the process among the
Garo ofMeghalaya. Legal ambiguity is basic to many conflicts around
land notonly between individuals but also between states. Dolly Kikon
studies theNagaland-Assam border conflict which symbolises the ambi
guity as well as the imposition of a modem system on thetradition with
out any effort to integrate the two.

Such legal ambiguity is visible also in Manipur. U, A. Shimray
studies the effort of the state to change the land laws in order to make
alienation of tribal land to non-tribals possible. The law has already been
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controlled by individual greed. For example, in most jhum cultivation
societies, the village council made up of men alone decided which area
would be cultivated in a given year and the day before which cultivation
would not begin. The village council also decided the extent of land that
each family would get according to the number of mouths to feed and
which family with excess labour would assist which family with a
shortage of adult workers. After it, the man of the house chose the plot
that his family would cultivate that year and performed the religious
rites marking the beginning of cultivation. At that stage the woman of
the house took charge of production anddivided work between men and
women. As a result, the division of labour was more equitable than in
caste societies (Fernandes 1994: 136-137).

Thatdidnotmake women equal to men. All their societies, including
the matrilineal ones, were patriarchal but they kept a clear division
between the family and social spheres. The woman was in charge of the
family and the man looked after the social sphere. That conferred on
women a higher social status than non-tribal societiesdid, withoutmaking
them equal to men. That status depended on the CPRs. Men were in
charge of theresource butwomen looked after production and the family
economy. Thus as long as the CPRs were their sustenance division of
labour was more gender-friendly than in settled agriculture and women
had some decision-making power in resource management though
ownership remained with men (Menon 1995: 100-101).

Both equity and the relatively high status suffer with privatisation
i.e. with the changeover from community to individual ownership.
Nongkynrih and Bathari deal with the equity issue and Mukhim discusses
the gender implications ofprivatisation. As all ofthem state, land alienation
is not merely to outsiders but also within the community. Among the
Dimasa of Assam, for example, men from the elite are demanding
individual pattas and aretransfemng community land in their own name
(Barbora 2002). As Bathari shows, the process of privatisation begins
with state bodies like the Coffee and Tea Board offering loans and
subsidies to individuals alone. Such individual pattaholders are invariably
men whom the state bodies and financial institutions treat as heads of

families even in matrilineal societies like the Garo. Men from the tribal
elite make use ofthese inputs tomonopolise community land by depriving
other members of the tribe of their sustenance. For example in West
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romantic notion of what the "isolated" peoples were supposed to repre
sent- i.e. either wronged/ misunderstood subjects, or recalcitrant people
not quite used to the ways of the modem world. According to Dirks, this
process symbolises the colonial state engaging in "...policing and
proselytising.. .justified by the identificationof barbarityand normalised
by the professionalisation of anthropology" (Dirks 2001: 21). What it
alsodoes is to divest any notion of agency from the subject, in this case
the indigenous tribal. This condition is recounted in almost all subse
quent attempts at unravelling a 'history' of any given tribe in Northeast
India.

There is no doubt that pre-coloniai modes of production were al
tered. The prime example in this context was the establishment of the
plantation complex. Having said that, even themost detailed study of the
effects of the plantation complex on the political economy of theregion
failed to locate the linkages between terrain, deprivation and identity
formation. The obvious concerns of this particular reading of colonial
history are that ofdocumenting the reaction of subjects to the changes
brought about in the economy. Yet, subjects appear as peasants and work
ers, categories that are well founded within the discourse but lacking the
language to incorporate other forms ofmobilisation. The economic trans
formations did have a profound impact on the way society viewed
neighbours. Added to this, were new regulations that marked the land
scape, creating barriers and impediments in theuninterrupted contiguity
between hills and valleys. In these intermptions, the dismption ofconti
guities (between hills and valleys) also created a body of literature onthe
isolation of the hills and relative prosperity in the valley. Kar explains
this predilection incolonial (and subsequently nationalist challenges to)
historiography in the desire to place the region, especially the valleys
and their diverse populations, within the colony, not as if it were a
latecomer to, but one of the earliest members of the Indian nation (Kar
2004).

A significant section of the history of modem Northeast India is
devoted to the study of this phenomenon. Historians have adequately
addressed the formation of new classes and the dismantling of the pre-
colonial structures in Assam. The peasant rebellions are documented in
great detail, as are the activitiesof an emergingnational bourgeoisie and
petty-bourgeoisie. On the surface, it would seem that this historiography
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ceased to exist. Yet, they are continuously beingre-created. If the vassals
of Gobha went quietly into the night in the nineteenth century, they
reappear with great pomp and vigour in the personage of the Tiwa kings
in the present day. To such assertions of agency, historyhas either tepid
objections, or uncritical acceptance. There is the tendency to either dis
own such displays of identity by vociferously citing the laclv of historical
evidence to such claims, or to play into thegame by "discovering" kings
and "texts-that-are-irretrievable."

The nation (and society) that emerges out of the colonial process,
whether that of the coloniser or the colonised, is no simplistic central
totality. The process of cultural exchange are too varied and hybrid to
allow for any simple dualities such as the ones that characterise the pau
city of anthropological and historical treatment of the tribal question.
Yet it is also true that the assertion of identity and selfhood, one of the
most important aspects to postcoloniality, has often been framed within
the ideology and activity of the nation. When dealing with the assertion
of tribal identity, one gets the distinct feeling that the post-colonial na
tion failed to include the feelings ofgrievance of those in its cultural,
economic andgeographical margins. Balibar proclaims ".. .every 'people',
which is a product ofa national process ofethnicisation, is forced today
to find its own means ofgoing beyond exclusivism and identitarian ide
ology in the world of trans-national communications and global rela
tions of force" (Balibar 1991:105). History has simplified the
nationalisation process in Northeast India. While it does sound a trifle
unkind and sociologically reckless, there isapolemical point to be made.
The tribal question has rather been the anti-thesis ofa nation. Itiscoded
and categorised asa "real" anthropological entity, based nevertheless on
myths and markets. The truth remains that the tribal question finds only
^ marginal space in the project of nationalising knowledge. It disallows,
even discourages the processes of "going beyond" exclusivism by its
silence. The transformation of the region into a colonial "frontier" re
mains the key to understanding communities that conceived of them
selves as cosmically central, through the medium ofa sacred language
linked to a super terrestrial order of power and yet, differed from the
(innovative) imagined national communities (Anderson 1991).

It is obvious that the transformation of the region into a frontier
meant several things for its denizens. In the paragraphs above, one has
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Land Is the centre of most conflicts in

Northeast India because of Its importance in
the life of the peopleofthe region, particularly
its tribal communities. It is also the resource
most under attack, in the tribal areas in

particular. Thisbook isan attempt to
understand the processes that result in tribal
landalienationand the consequent conflicts
inthe region. The essays inthisbookattempt
to disaggregate the received knowledge on
land usesystems inNortheast India, byusing a
mixture of ethnography and archivaldata.
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